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ABSTRACT 
Given N E (0, I), let T, be the Carleson class of all meromorphic mapsf from the unit disk D to the 
extended complex plane C with 
where f# and dm mean the spherical derivative off and Lebesgue area measure on D separately. 
And, let BIT, and BIT,, be the biholomorphically invariant families (amongst the Carleson class) 
consisting of those J E T, with supWE o Ilf o q%,,,ll r  < 03 and limlW,, i Iif o &llr, = 0 respectively, 
where &(z) = (w - z)(l - Wz))‘, z, w E ED. The main purpose of this article is to study BIT, and 
BIT,,0 via the Ahlfors-Shimizu characteristic, canonical factorization and bounded holomorphic 
maps. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of fundamental problems in any area of mathematics is to determine the 
invariance of the structures under consideration. As for complex-functional 
analysis, one is interested, for instance, in studying the biholomorphically in- 
variant families among a class consisting of some meromorphic maps. This 
problem is addressed here for the Carleson class. 
Throughout this paper, suppose that KD, T, C, C and dm are the unit disk, unit 
circle, finite complex plane, extended complex plane and two-dimensional Le- 
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besgue measure respectively. As usual (cf. [GrKr]), Aut(D) stands for the group 
of all biholomorphic maps of D onto itself. Any element 4 E Aut(D) has then 
the representation C$,,,, where C E % and &(z) = (W - z)(l - WZ)-‘, w, z E D. 
The map & is often used to define the pseudohyperbolic disk D(w, r) = 
{z E ED : j&,(z)I < r}, w E D, Y E (0, 11. Also, assume that M is the class of all 
meromorphic maps f : D + c with the spherical derivative f# = 
]f’](l + ]f12)-‘. Denote by 7-L th e c ass of all holomorphic maps f : D + C, 1 
and ‘H” the subclass of allf E 7-L with 
The space ‘H” is the typical class enjoying the biholomorphical invariance: 
Ilf O 4lITfH” = Ilfll~=Y 4 E Aut@) 
Concerningf E M and r E (0, 11, we write A(Y, f) for the spherical area of the 
imagef(D(0, Y)) with multiplicity, namely, 
A(r,f) = J vw2w4. 
Wr) 
Furthermore, we say that f belongs to the Carleson class T,, a E [0, l] (cf. 
[Cal) provided r,Q) < 00, where 
~cdf) = 
i 
3’ A(r, f)(l - r2)-%, Q E [O,l); 
!im,+i A(r,f), cY=l. 
Integrating by parts, we find thatf is of T, class if and only if 
llfll’,b = ; vw)2(l - lH2>’ -Q”(z) < 00. 
It is worth mentioning that all T, form a family of interpolating classes be- 
tween T, and TO, nested by inclusion: To c T, for p > a. Nevertheless, the 
most important observation is that only TI is the class of those meromorphic 
maps that send D onto a region with finite spherical area counting multiplicity. 
Accordingly, when f E Tl one has the biholomorphic invariance: 
Ilf 0 4llT, = Ilfll~, > 4 E Au@). 
This leads to the following consideration. In case of a E [0, 11, we say that a T,- 
mapf belongs to BIT, if 
Moreover, if ]]f o q&]/r, tend to zero as w + T, then we sayf E BIT,+ In par- 
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titular, BITi = Ti and BITi, = C. It is easy to see that Tt c BIT,,0 c BIT, for 
cx E [0, l), and that the expected biholomorphic invariance holds true: 
Ilf O %%rr, = llfllm,, 4 E Aut(D). 
Therefore, BIT, and BIT,,0 are two biholomorphically invariant subclasses of 
T (I’ 
The famous quotient theorem of R. Nevanlinna (cf. [Ne, p. 1881) says: Every 
map in TO is the quotient of two maps in X”. In [Ca, p. 391, L. Carleson found a 
partial analogue of this result for T,, and showed that each T,-member is a 
quotient of two 7-P n Tp-maps for all ,0 < a, and conjectured that one cannot 
take ,O = Q. In 1992, A. Aleman (cf. [Al]) modified a method from the paper 
[RSh] of S. Richer and A. Shields to prove that every T,-map is the quotient of 
two ‘Z-P n To-maps. In the light of this fact, the Carleson’s conjecture was set- 
tled in the negative sense. Since we are interested in the biholomorphically in- 
variant classes, we will not only seek an analogue of the Aleman’s result for 
BIT, resp. BZT,,o, but also explore further information about them in a way of 
emphasizing the biholomorphical invariance. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we characterize those maps 
in BIT, resp. BIT,,0 by means of the biholomorphically invariant form of the 
Ahlfors-Shimizu characteristic. In Section 3 we give the inner-outer factoriza- 
tions of these classes via the difference between log-mod& of maps and their 
Poisson extensions. Finally, in Section 4, we use the techniques developed in 
Sections 2 and 3 to show that each map in BIT, resp. BIT,,0 is the ratio of two 
maps in ‘HFI” fl BIT, resp. 7-P n BZT,.o. 
The author is grateful to M. Essen, J.L. Fernandez, F. Jafdri, A. Siskakis and 
K.J. Wirths for some useful conversations regarding this work, as well as to the 
coordinating editor (M. Keane) and the referee for several suggestions that 
improved the readability of the paper. 
2. CHARACTERIZATION 
We start with two biholomorphically invariant measures. For z E D and C E lJ 
let 
dX(z) = dm(z) 
(1 - lz12j2 
resp. dpu,(<) = h!?f . !!I%! 
I<-z12 27r 
be the hyperbolic resp. harmonic measure on D resp. T. It is an easy exercise to 
verify the biholomorphic invariance below: For < E U, w, z E D, 
(2.1) dX(z) = dX(4&)) resp. &(C) = dpb,(Z)(&(<)) 




to represent the Ahlfors-Shimizu characteristic off E M. With this notation, 
the bounded characteristic lass BC (cf. [Ne]) is defined by the set of all f E M 
obeying T(j) = lim,.,, T(r,f) < co. 
In his paper [Ya], S. Yamashita introduced UBC and UBCO as two biholo- 
morphically invariant subclasses of BC. More precisely, 
UBC={f EBC:;w;Tlfo&)<co}; 
UBCo = {f E BC : liliT TCf o &) = O}. 
From [Ca, p.191, [Wu, Theorem 2.2.21, [Ya, Theorem 2.21 and [AuStXi, Theo- 
rem 5.31 it turns out that as cx E [O, 1) the following relations hold: 
To = BC; BIT, n N c UBC = BIT0 n N; BIT,,,, c UBCo = BZTO,~, 
where N is the biholomorphically invariant class consisting of all maps f E M 
with 
Ilf IIN = =:‘l - lz12)f%) < 03. 
Upon checking the Ahlfors-Shimizu characteristic, we can obtain an area in- 
tegral formula as follows: 
TCf 06~) = -s cf#(z)j2 log lh,@)Idm(z), f E TO, w E D. 
D 
This induces a representation of BIT, and BIT,,o. 
Theorem 2.1. Let (Y E (0,l) and let f E T,. Then for every w E KD, 
(2.2) 
dlf O #Jwll', a L s TCfo4,)(1 - I~~(z)I~)~-~~X(Z) I dlf O d&~ 
2-a) D 241 - a) . 
In particular, 
0) f E BIT, * supwED JD UJ 0 4N - Ih&)12)1-adX(z) < CO. 
(ii) f E BZT,,o~lim,,r$ TCfoq&)(l - ]&(~)]~)‘-~dX(z) = 0. 
Proof. By Green’s theorem [Ga, p.2361 we get that for every z E ID, 
(1 - ]z]~)‘-~ = 2K’i (&(l - Iu[~)‘~@) log(q&(u)ldm(u) 
= -2&(1 - Q)J (1 - (1 - (r)]u]2)(1 - JU~2)‘-alogJ~,(u)]dX(u). 
D 
Further, from the biholomorphic invariance of dX, Fubini’s theorem and the 
change of variables: u = q+,,,(v) and y = q&,(z) it follows that 
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= ; (1 - 14wbJ)12)1-a(l - (1 - 41t4vb)12m_f 0 (P&v 0 4”)W~). 
Replacing f with f o qbw and making a simple calculation, we obtain (2.2) which 
implies (i) and (ii) right away. 0 
Remark. In fact, (2.2) reveals thatf E T, w JD TCf 0 &)( 1 - 1~1~)’ -“dX(z) < 
00, where (Y E (0,l). Note that 11 fII;, = 2 lim sup@+ I_ (1 - a)]] f ll$b whenever 
f E T,. So, (2.2) also implies that 
f E Tt w hm+s;p(l - a)2J Two &)(l - (~l~)‘-~dX(z) < co. 
D 
3. FACTORIZATION 
A bounded holomorphic self-map Z of D is called inner provided 1lZ((, < 1 and 
its radial limits lim,, 1 IZ(r<)l = 1 at almost all points C E T. An outer map is 
the map of the form: 
where $J > 0 a.e. on U and log + E L’(U). 
To avoid trivialities we, from now on, assume that f is a nonconstant map in 
M. If f E To is a nonzero map, then f has a nontangential limit function, still 
denoted by f, a.e. on U, but also log (f I belongs to L’ (8). Moreover, every TO- 
map f may be decomposed into the form f = IO/J, where I, J are inner maps 
whose greatest common divisor is 1 and where 0 is an outer map in TO. Con- 
versely, such a map IO/J belongs to TO. Up to some unimodular constants, I, J 
are uniquely determined in this case. No matter whether z E D is a pole off or 
not, the following quantity is well-defined: 
(3.1) W-4 = $ hid1 + IOK)12M4C) -lodlJ(z)12 + l~W(~)12). 
As f is holomorphic, -ECf, z) coincides with log( 1 + If(z) 12) (subharmonic on 
ED) minus its Poisson integral (i.e., least harmonic majorant). This quantity has 
indeed uncovered a geometric behavior of maps in UBC and USC0 (cf. [Ya, 
Section 51). More is true: 
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Lemma 3.1. Let f = IO/J E To, where I, J are inner maps whose greatest com- 
mon divisor is 1; and 0 is outer. Then for every w E IQ 
(3.2) E(f, w) = 2~-’ Tcf o &,). 
In particular, 
(i) f E UBCW ~up,,,~n ECf, w) < M. 
(ii) f E UBCou lim,,T Eff, w) = 0. 
Proof. If w E D is not a pole off then (3.2) follows from (3.1) and [Al, Lemma 
21. If, otherwise, w E D is a pole off, then one considers l/f which sends w to 0. 
Hence (3.2) is valid for l/f. Since (1 /f )# = f # and log 101 is harmonic, one has 
2n-’ T(f o q&,) = 27r-’ T (l/f o &,,) 
= E(l/f,w) 
=; 141 + Il10(C)12)dt4C) - log( + IJbWW12) 
= W> 4 - 2 ; 1% I O(C) I440 - log IO(w) 
= ECf, w). 
This completes the proof. Cl 
Remark. Under the assumption of Lemma 3.1, we have 
(3.3) W, w) = E(O, w) + W, J, 0, w), 
here and afterwards, 
F(I, J, 0, w) = log(l + ]O(w)12) - log(lJ(w)12 + lZ(w)O(w)12). 
As a consequence, we get the following proposition: 
f E UBC w 0 E UBC and sup F(I, J, 0, w) < 00; 
WED 
f E UBCo w 0 E UBCo and lil$ F(I, J, 0, w) = 0. 
This is a formulation of the canonical factorization of UBC and USC& cover- 
ing [Ya, Theorem 4.11. 
Theorem 3.2. Let LY E (0,l) and let f = IO/J E T,, where I, J are inner maps 
whose greatest common divisor is 1; and 0 is outer. Define 
GV,J, 0, w) = .f F(Z, J, 0, z)(l - l+w(z)12)’ -“dX(z), w E D. 
D 
Then the following are true. 
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(i) f E BIT, w 0 E BIT, and supwE n G,(Z, J, 0, w) < co. 
(ii) f E BIT,,0 w 0 E BIT,,0 and lim,,r G,(I, J, 0, w) = 0. 
Proof. It follows from (3.2), (3.3) and Theorem 2.1. 0 
Remark. Theorem 2.1, together with (3.2) and (3.3), also suggests the canonical 
factorization of T,, (Y E (0,l): f = IO/J E T, M 0 E T, and G,(I, J, 0,O) < 
0;). In case of (Y = 1, we use the same reasoning (as well as the remark attached 
to Theorem 2.1) to produce that f = IO/J E Tl c 0 E Tl and lim supa+ i- 
G,(I, J, 0,O) < 00. 
Via analyzing the preceding discussion, we have realized it necessary to de- 
scribe each inner or outer map from the different subclasses individually. It is 
already known that every inner map lies in TO (of course, UBC). However, from 
[St, Section 31 it turns out that an inner map is in UBCo if and only if it is a finite 
Blaschke product. When (Y E (0, l), P. R. Ahern’s article [Ah] shows that an 
inner map I lies in T, if and only if there exists a set A c D of logarithmic ca- 
pacity zero such that 
In contrast with this fact, Theorems 1.2 and 5.6 in [EX] tell us that an inner map 
I belongs to BZT, or BIT,.0 if and only if I is a Blaschke product satisfying 
sup C (1 - Jz~*)‘~~ < 00 or Card({z : I(z) = 0)) < 00. 
WED Zo&,(z)=O 
To characterize the outer maps in BIT, and BZT,,o, we make some additional 
notations below: For II, > 0 a.e. on T, z E D and log$ E L’(U), put 
p(z) = exp (,S log NWb(S)) 
and 
S(+, 4 = J log(1 + 11cI(~)12)44C) - log (1 + (@(z))~). 
T 
It is evident that IO,(z)\ = p(z) for z E D and jO+(c)I =$(c) for a.e ( E T. 
Thus, an application of (3.2) infers that O$ E TO I S(+, 0) < co, and so that 
Oti E UBC u sup S($, z) < cc; 
ZED 
0~ E UBCo w !lT S($, z) = 0. 
Theorem 3.3. Let it E (0,l) and let 11, > 0 a.e. on U and log $ E L’(U). Define 
&x(&w) = J- S(lcl,z)(l - 14w(412)1-UdW, w E D 
D 
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Then the following are true: 
(i) O$ E BIT, @ SUP,,,~~ R,($, w) < 00. 
(ii) 0~ E BIT,,0 _ lim,,r Ra($, w) = 0. 
Proof. Observing once again that IO,1 = P on D and IO+] = ti a.e on T, we 
apply (3.2) to deduce that for any z E ED, 
2~-9(0+ 0 &) = J log@ + lO~,(~)l*)~~zK) - log0 + IO&)l*) 
= J log(1 + l~K)12)~PzK) - log@ + Mz))*) 
= TSMZ), 
which, together with Theorem 2.1, implies (i) and (ii), as desired. 0 
Remark. The above argument yields that O$ E T, *R,(+, 0) < 00 for (Y E 
(0, l), and that 0~ E Tl w limsup,,i~(l - (r)*R@($, 0) < 00. 
4. QUOTIENT 
We begin by citing a result of A. Aleman. 
Lemma 4.1. Let (X, p) be aprobability space and let 1c, E L’(p) with $ > 0 p-a.e. 




Proof. See Lemma 4 in [Al]. 
In the sequel, an outer map 0 is associated with two cut-off outer maps: 
O+(z) =exp ( J F ~lodmaxf.1, Io(c)l~)~ ) 
and 
O_(z) = exp 
( 
,S E zlog(min{l, lO(c)l})~ . 
) 
It is clear that both O_ and l/O+ lie in 7-f”. However, a key observation is: 
O(z) = 0+(40-(z), IO-(41 5 lO(z IO+(z>I 2 1, z E D. 
Lemma 4.2. Let f = IO/J E TO, where I, J are inner maps whose greatest com- 
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mon divisor is 1; and 0 is outer. Also let Y be either UBC or UBCo. Iff is in Y 
then so are IO- and J/O+ with 
(4.1) E(zo_,z) 5 ECf, z); E(J/O+,z) I EV‘, z), z E D. 
Hence every Y-map can be written as the quotient of two 7-i” fl Y-maps. 
Proof. Since /(IO_)(C)\ = min{ 1, ) O(c) 1) at a.e. < E 8, an application of (3.1), 
aswellasLemma4.1withX=U,d~=d~,,y=~Z(z)(2and~=min{l,~0(~)~}, 
gives that for any fixed z E ID, 
WO-,z) = ,s lw(l + MlW(OPclz(C) - lodl + IWOW)12) 
= ~lr~z~14mW~ 1012H 
L ~,qz,,4012) 
I .f lodl + IW)12)44 - 1odlJ(412 + lWW)12) 
T 
= ECf, z). 
Meantime, we also have 
E(J/O+,z) = .f lw(l + IJ(O/O+(~)l)44C) - lo@ + IJWO+(412) 
n 
= ~,.&mW~ W12H 
5 -qJ(i),4/lo12) 
5 ; hdl + Ivw)12)44~) - h(lZ(z)12 + IJwo(~)12) 
= E(l/f,z) 
= Ecf, z). 
Thus (4.1) follows. Thanks to the equation f = ZO_/(J/O+), every map in Y is 
the quotient of two maps in 7-P rl Y. The proof is complete. 0 
The last proof provides actually a new approach to demonstrate the Ne- 
vanlinna’s quotient theorem. At this point, it is very natural for us to establish 
the following quotient representation theorem for BIT, and BZT,,o. 
Theorem 4.3. Let (Y E (0,l) and let f = IO/J E T,, where I, J are inner maps 
whose greatest common divisor is 1; and 0 is outer. If f belongs to BIT, resp. 
BIT,.0 then both IO- and J/O+ lie in BIT, resp. BIT,,0 with 
(4.2) IIZO~ IIBIT, I a-1’211f IIem,; IIJ/O+IIBIT, 5 a-1’211f IIBm, 
Consequently, every map in BIT, resp. BIT a,0 can be factored as the quotient of 
two maps in ‘l-l” n BIT, resp. l-t” n BZT,,o. 
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Proof. We need only verify (4.2). By using (2.2), (3.2) twice and (4.1) once, we 
have 
llzo-l12 BIj-, 5 273 - 4;:; ,s T((ZO-) -f&)(1 - Ihv(z)12)1-a~w 
= (1 - a) ;~p, ; E(ZO-,z)(l - Ikfd~)l~)~-~W) 
I (1 - a> ;F; ; W-,4(1 - lkM~)l~)~-~W) 
= 27+(1 - a) ;z; ; u_#-0 4z)(l - Ihv(z)12)1-“~~(z) 
L a-’ ;:p, Ilf O Allis 
= Q-l llfll’,,,. 
In a similar manner, we also obtain the following size estimates: 
IV/O+ lILTa - < =‘(I -4;:; ,s T((JIO+) 04z)(l - Ihv(z)12)1-n~w 
= (1 - a) ;~p, ,s V/O+,z)(l - lhv(~)l~)~-~~W 
I (1 - a) ,“sp, J- W,z)(l - Ihv(412)1-a~W 
= 2731 - Q) ;yp, 6 n.f 0 d&)(1 - Ihv(~)12)1-a~~(4 
Therefore, the proof is complete. 0 
Remark. There is, of course, a variant of Theorem 4.3 valid in T,, cr E (0, 11; 
see also [Al, Theorem 11. 
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